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EAP Caseware 20/20 is the premier
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Medcomp Software's Caseware Xpress
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Front
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The Next 30 Years
by John Maynard, Ph.D., CEAP

hat do the next 30 years
hold for EAPs and EA
professionals? Given the

changes that have occurred during the
past 30, no prediction would be too
far-fetched.

Uncertainty about the future of
our profession is nothing new, of
course. In fact, in a very real way,
uncertainty helped lead to the estab-
lishment of what we now know as the
Employee Assistance Professionals
Association. In 1971, shortly after the
so-called Hughes Act was signed into
law, 18 administrators of occupational
alcoholism programs that the law had
created met in Los Angeles to discuss
how they could best support each
other and their newly emerging field.
They created a professional organiza-
tion, which they named the
Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on
Alcoholism (ALMACA). By 1987, the
field had grown and ganged so much
that the name of the association no
longer reflected its full scope, so
ALMACA became EAPA.

Thirty years after that meeting in
Los Angeles, EAPA (and the EA pro-
fession) can look back with pride at
many accomplishments. EAPs have
become commonplace among U.S.
employers, and EAPA, from its 18
founding members, has grown into an
organization representing nearly 7,000
men and women in more than 20
countries. EAPs have added services
ranging from critical incident stress
debriefings to worWlife initiatives to
legal and financial assistance, all with-
in the framework of a worleplace-
based core technology and program
definition established and supported
by EAPA. Program standards and
guidelines developed Uy EAPA have

helped maintain and improve the level
of service provided by EAPs, and a
certification process (founded by
EAPA, though administered independ-
enkly) for individual EA practitioners
has raised the level of professionalism
within our field.

These advances have positioned
us well for three snore decades of serv-
ice to employers and employees. Or
have they? Just as EAPs have changed
since 1971, so, too, has the work-
place. Women and minorities have
altered the complexion of the work-
force; workers with child and elder
care responsibilities have negotiated
flexible working arrangements and
other family-friendly benefits;
advances in communications technol-
ogy have greatly quickened the pace of
business and eroded some of the
social connections that help "glue"
employees together; and the globaliza-
tion of industries and individual com-
panies has created new challenges,
with people from different culCures
who speak different languages learning
to work together.

What do the next 30 years hold
for EAPs and EA professionals? If the
past 30 are any guide, we can expect
to become even better at our jobs and
even more critical to the success of
employers and the health of their
employees. We also can expect that
the places we work, the services we
provide, and the employers and
employees we serve will change, per-
haps dramatically. And we can expect
that employee assistance will still be
needed and practiced, though in what
manner and by whom remain to be
determined.

This issue of the.Exchange
acknowledges the many benefits EAPs

have provided in the past while chal-
lenging us to meet the demands of the
future. It serves to remind us of our
rich tradition, yet cautions us not to
rest on our laurels. It calls us to take a
fresh look at who we are, what we do,
and how we can best serve the
employers and employees of tomor-
row—and of the next 30 years.
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Su ndown M Ranch
Established 1968

The oldest residential alcohol and drug addiction treatment center in the state of Washington

Our Motto
"TH E

PATIENT
IS THE REASON
WE ARE HERE••

~o~~P,RS OF ~~A~~

mow¢ r~~'
o M

Our Costs
Our costs are the most reason-

able in the nation. A 21-day
inpatientADULT stay is $3045
or $145 per day. A 28-day
inpatientADOLESCENT stay

is $5180 or $185 per day. These
prices include psychiatric and
medical consultation, family
counseling and family room

and board. Treatment is

covered by most insurances/

managed health care.

Our Experience
Sundown M Ranch has been
in operation since March
1968.Over 60,000 adults and
adolescents afflicted with the
disease of alcoholism and
drug addiction have been led
back to sober, productive
lives by our dedicated, well-
trained professional staff.



President's
Message

Taking Concrete Step s
by Linda L. Sturdivant, CEAP

n late February, I traveled to
Washington, D.C. to attend a one-
and-a-half-day training program on

the Department of Transportation's
new regulations pertaining to drug
and alcohol testing. The training, held
prior to EAPAs 2001 Public Policy
Conference, was conducted by a
group of experienced and knowledge-
able industry experts led by Mary
Bernstein, former director of DOT's
Office of Drug and Alcohol Policy and
Compliance, and Robert Ashby, DOT's
deputy assistant general counsel. More
than 100 EAPA members and other
interested individuals attended the
training program, and initial evalua-
tions indicate they were pleased with
the quality of the information and
material they received.

This program was the-first of sev-
eral training sessions that EAPA hopes
to conduct this year on the new DOT
testing.regulations and other topics of
interest to EAPA members. The ses-
sions will be coordinated by the EAPA
Professional Development Institute, a
new initiative designed to assess mem-
bers' educational needs and develop
and conduct training programs to
meet those needs. The institute will be
staffed by a director of training and
education, a position at EAPA head-
quarters that is in the process of being
filled as this issue of the Facchange goes
to press.

The establishment of the EAPA
Training Institute is just one of many
concrete steps that we are taking to
"flesh out" the association's strategic
plan, which the Board of Directors

4 • EAPA EXCHANGE •March/April 2001

approved last year. These steps, such
as expanding and improving our Web
site, creating new communications
tools to keep members better
informed of developments within our
association and profession, and
acquiring and developing new prod-
ucts for our Resource Center, will
increase the level of services and bene-
fits to EAPA members and add value
to membership in our association.

The strategic plan also calls for
EAPA to establish "strategic alliances"
with employers, unions, insurance
carriers, state and local governments,
colleges and universities, other
employee assistance groups, and
organizations in EA-related fields such
as human resources and work life
programming. This process includes
attending meetings, workshops, and
conferences on mental health, sub-
stance abuse, child and elder care,
and dozens of other issues that affect
workforce productivity.

I wholeheartedly support this
process because I believe that when-
ever and wherever issues affecting
employees are being discussed, EAPA
should have a seat at the table. For
example, I recently attended a confer-
ence sponsored by the National
Alliance for Model State Drug Laws
and made a brief presentation about
EAPA. Another Board member, Vice
President Dotty Blum, participated in
a one-day "summit" of mental health,
health care, technology, government,
and business leaders convened by the
National MenCal Health Association to
develop guidelines for conveying men-

tal health information on the Internet.
Beginning with this issue, a new

column, "Outreach," will describe
some of the many activities in which
EAPA members and staff are partici-
pating to build and strengthen our
strategic alliances. If you would like
to help represent EAPA at any of these
activities, please contact me or your
regional director.

Here's to 30 Years!

One of our moss important alliances is
with the U.S. Congress, which in the
2001-2002 session is expected to con-
sider legislation that would provide
equal access to substance abuse treat-
ment. On Feb. 26, more than 50
EAPA members visited the Capitol Hill
offices of their representatives and sen-
ators to lobby for substance abuse par-
ity and discuss other issues of impor-
tance to the EA field. The visits culmi-
nated the 2001 Public Policy Confer-
ence, which included presentations on
grassroots organizing, establishing and
protecting the confidentiality of EA
records and definitions under state
law, and various credentialing initia-
tives being conducted within states
and by private organizations.

The conference opened with a
reception at EAPA's headquarters,
which offered many attendees their
first opportunity to meet EAPAs new
chief executive officer, Toni Samuel. I
encourage any of you who are visiting
the Washington, D.C., area, whether
for business or personal reasons, to
consider calling EAPA headquarters
and making an appointment to meet

www.eap-association.org



with Toni or her scaFL These visits will

give you an opportunity to discuss
issues and developments affecting you
and other members.

EAPA headquarters will be an
especially busy place this year as we
celebrate the 30th anniversary of our
association. One of the many ways we

will commemorate this anniversary is
by conducting our first-ever "State of
the Workforce" survey, which will
become an annual event.

Your participation in the survey,
in EAPA, and in other forums related
to the workplace is critical to the suc-
cess of our profession and association.
Working together, we can build a
strong foundation that will last us the

next 30 years ...and beyond.
P.S. A special thanks is due the

chapters of EAPAs Mid-Atlantic region

and three EAPA members—Terry
Cahill, Nancy Grover, and George

Watkins—for helping sponsor the
opening reception at the 2001 Public
Policy Conference. Their contribution

to the success of this event is greatly

appreciaCed!
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To promote the highest
standards of practice and
the continuing development
of employee assistance
professionals and programs.
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Employee Assistance
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is Ever one's BusinessY
When an employee becomes seriously ill, dies, or suffers the loss The 100-page manual includes an

of a loved one, the impact on productivity and morale can be appendix that provides a detailed
dramatic—and much more widespread than you think. outline for asix-week seminar for

Grieving employees may find it difficult to function at previous levels. grieving employees. The slides
Managers are sympathetic, but feel pressure to continue meeting (provided on an IBM-compatible
deadlines and getting the work done.

diskette) enable EA professionals

The truth is, everyone needs help working through grief.

Now, help is at hand. EAPA is proud to announce the availability of
Grief at Work, a manual and slide set designed to help employers
and employees foster a supportive work environment. Developed
by the American Hospice Foundation with assistance from EAPA,
Grief at Work focuses on how loss and grief affect the day-to-day
functioning and productivity of a workplace.

Topics include
• Corporate Policies
• Conceptual Grief Models
• Helping the Bereaved Return to Work
• Workplace Crisis Planning
• Dealing with Death at the Worksite
• The Roles of Supervisors, Human Resource Managers,

and Employee Assistance Professionals

3TH ANNUAL

National Student

to conduct training sessions on

grief in the workplace.

To order Grief at Work, call the EAPA

Resource Center at (703) 387-1000

ext. 306.

Assistance Conference
April 4-7, 2001 •Orlando, Florida

Pricing

Manual $39.95

Slide set (diskette) $29.95

Manual/Slide set $64.95

Cinderella's Castle in the
For a FREE conference program,Magic KingdomeV

Call 1-800-453-7733
National Student Assistance Conference 1 270 Rankin Suite F •Troy, MI 48083

-800-453-7733 •Fax I -800-499-57 18 sapeap@ix.netcom.com



was pleased that the cover theme
of the September/October 2000 „
issue was "Integrating Employee

Assistance and Work/Life Programs." I
wish to compliment the Exchange for
focusing on such an important, if at
times controversial, trend.

The need to integrate employee
assistance and work/life services was rec-
ognized by Ceridian in the mid-1990s,
and since that time our integrated serv-
ice, OneSource, has experienced excel-
lent acceptance in the marketplace. Our
customer satisfaction measurements
indicate the synergy created by integrat-
ing EA and work/life services adds value
to both the employer and the employee.
The power of integrating these two
important services is further demons[rat-
ed by the fact that OneSource is Ceridian
LifeWorks Services' fastest-growing prod-
uct line.

In particular, I was pleased that
Patricia Herlihy's article mentioned the
outcome measurement research spon-
sored by Ceridian and conducted by the
University of Maryland under Dale Masi's
leadership. This external study, which
consisted of telephone interviews with
more than 200 users of OneSource serv-
ices, provided primary research and
analysis of actual outcomes of individuals
using the service. The study has provid-
ed the industry with the first real bench-
mark on outcomes from using a product
that integrates employee assistance and
work/life services.

Findings from the study include the
following:
• Work-related stress improved an

average of 42 percent.
• Work attendance improved an

average of 27 percent.
• Work performance improved an

average of 33 percent.

fetters

The Power of Integration

• Personal stress improved an aver-
age of 44 percent. y
This research represents the sec-

ond in a series of three studies that the
University of Maryland has conducted
with Ceridian. The first study ana-
lyzed outcomes based on case history
documentation; the third study, now
in progress, is deCermining the factors
that lead to using the Internet to
access OneSource.

As the market leader in integrated
employee assistance and work/life

services, Ceridian intends to continue
sponsoring rigorous and independent
research and sharing the results with
the industry. On behalf of Ceridian, I
commend EAPA and the Exchange for
their indusCry leadership and coverage
of this timely and important topic.

Barbara Smith I-Iensley
Vice President, Product Strategy and

Management
Ceridian CorporaCion
Minneapolis, Minn.

WINDOWS BASED ASE ANAGEMENT
VE~E ...the easy way!S

N
4~0~ Now you can...

• Organize Client Records
• Maintain Resource Lists

NETWORK COMPATIBLE .Match Providers to C1ienYs Needs
• Evaluate Program Effectiveness
• Prepare Reports and Summaries

IN EAp ~

VEpS10N~ ...ALL FROM YOUR DESKTOP COMPUI`EftSS

And, you'll...

GREAT VALUE •Save Money
• Reduce Administrative Overhead
• Decrease the Burden of Managing Data

CALL

FOp ApEMo ~aseMana~er
pGRAM

pRE
The easy-to-use, Windows compatible,
EAP Information Management System

LABOR SAVING OFFICE AUTOMATTON GROUP
(805) 740-1250
oagcasemgr@aol.com
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Dru -Free Wor Pro ramsk laceg gp
A survey of small businesses shows that alcohol and
drug use are problems, but many executives are wary

of testing their employees for illicit substances.
by Jill Bach►nan, M.S.N., R.N.

he practice of employee assistance in the United
States traces its roots to the 1920s and 1930s,
when employers became concerned about the
impact of alcohol on employee health and work-

place safety. In the years afterward and especially in the latter
half of the 20th century, many illicit substances that can affect
employee performance became more readily available,
prompting Congress to pass federal drug-free workplace
(DFWP) legislation in 1988. Yet the limited number and
acceptance of DFWP programs indicate that much remains to
be done in this area.

Consider the following examples:

Example 1
You are an internal EAP provider fora 250-employee manu-
facturing firm. Marilyn Sanders, 38, an employee suffering
from problems in her marriage, has come to see you on her
own initiative. She tells you that her husband has been using
cocaine regularly, and confesses that she uses it, loo. Now she
has decided that the cocaine is causing irreparable harm to
their relationship, and although she is willing to stop her own
drug use, her husband is not.

Marilyn and her husband are significantly behind in pay-
ing their bills, and she fears that her wages will be attached. She
also reveals that she has been spending a lot of personal time
on the phone while working, and fears that disciplinary action
could result. Consequently, she has been avoiding her boss
more and more.

As you describe the resources available to her, you wish
that your company's drug-free workplace program consisted of
more than jusC statements that no drug use will be tolerated
and all employees will be tested for drugs on initial hiring.
Perhaps Marilyn would have referred herself sooner if the pro-
gram encouraged early intervention rather than drew a hard
line. Perhaps a supervisor would have noticed a performance

Jill Bachman is education/outreach coordinator for Peer Assistance
Services, Inc., a Colorado EAP that provides prevention and intervention
services in workplaces and communities, focusing on substance abuse
and related issues. The Colorado Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division con-
tracted with Peer Assistance Services to conduct this study For more
information, contact Jill Bachman by phone at (866) 369-0039 ext 209 or
visit the Web site of the Colorado Drug-Free Workplace Alliance at
www. codrugfreeworkplace. org,

or attitude shift and called you to discuss it.
You decide the time has come to raise the issue of a broad-

er DFWP. You pick up the phone and call the Human
Resources Department.

Example 2
You are an external EAP provider trying to help Jack Owens,
the chief executive of a 75-employee recreation company,
understand how best to use your services. As you discuss the
benefits of an EAP with him, he becomes animated at the men-
tion of drug-free workplace policies.

"I'm not going to subject all my employees to drug test-
ing," he declares. "I already have a big enough problem finding
qualified workers, and the unemployment rate around here is
at an all-time low It's a violation of the privacy rights of indi-
viduals, and the last thing I need is an attorney breathing down
my neck! Besides, I know most of my workers---I hired them,
and I trust them with my life. I have to."

You find yourself wishing that employers would not auto-
maticallyequate drug-free workplace programs with drug-test-
ing programs. You proceed to question Mr. Owens about his
company's experience with employees who abuse drugs and
alcohol to help quantify the financial impact of substance use
on his firm's profitability.

Colorado's Experience

Colorado ranks 2nd in the United States in terms of alcohol
use per capita and 15th in terms of drug use per capita. If
national trends are any indication, almost three-quarters of
Colorado's current drug users aged 18 and older are employed
at least part-time, and rates of use are highest among those 16
to 25, the age group entering the workforce most rapidly.

Studies have suggested that individuals with substance
problems may gravitate toward companies without drug-free
workplace programs. Such companies are often small employ-
ers, and Colorado (like many states) is dominated by small
employers. More than 95 percent of all businesses in Colorado
have fewer than 100 employees, and these films employ
roughly 46 percent of the state's workforce.

In July 2000, the Colorado Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Division contracted with Peer Assistance Services, Inc., to con-
duct asurvey of small businesses to better understand the

8 • EAPA EXCHANGE •March/April 2001 www.eap-association.org



impacC of drugs and alcohol in the workplace and find out how
substance abuse problems are being addressed. A descriptive
study was conducted using a sample of 122 small-business
leaders who responded to a telephone survey.

The survey was restricted to firms with 99 or fewer

employees in the construction,. hospitality, recreation, health
care, retaiUtrade, manufacturing, and personal services indus-
tries. Questions were asked about business size, market secCor,
EAP availability, intensity of substance effect (alcohol and drugs
were separated) on standard business measures, and the level
of implementation of DFWP program components. At the end
of the survey, employers were asked whether they needed any
resources to help address substance abuse problems.

Survey Findings

Employee abuse of alcohol and drugs affects small businesses
more keenly because they have fewer resources than big busi-
nesses to deal with the problem. Although a large percentage of

employers acknowledged a problem with drugs or alcohol—
alcohol was perceived to be a moderate to major problem by a

high percentage of the businesses surveyed—fewer than one in

five took steps to address the issue.
Market segment. Alcohol and drug impacts were report-

ed across all business sectors. There were some differences in

the reported degree of intensity and the impact on different
business problems—construction firms, for example, reported
a greater impact on staff turnover than on absenteeism and use
of sick time—but businesses across the board acknowledged
that alcohol and drugs are a problem at some level.

DFWP components. Survey participants were asked
about the five standard components of DFWP programs
(employee education, supervisor education, policy develop-
ment and consultation, use of an employee assistance program,
and drug testing) and their use of these strategies. They also
were queried about whether they would be interested in edu-
cation, policy consultation, additional resources, EAP group
purchasing opportunities, and networking.

Discrepancies consistently emerged between the knowl-

edge of a strategy and its use. More than three in four respon-

dents are familiar with drug-free workplace policies, and 59
percent stated such policies are in place at their companies.
However, only 30 percent of the companies train supervisors

about the policies, which raises questions about enforcement.
Questions about drug testing elicited interesting respons-

es. For example, nearly 90 percent of respondents know about
pre-employment drug testing (the most common form), but
fewer than 20 percent actually use it. Many survey participants

said they are firmly opposed to drug testing, citing privacy and
legal implications. Owners of small businesses with a "family
feel" said drug testing would make it appear as though they do
not trust their employees. Others talked about the boundary
between personal and work time and said they have no right to
intervene in an employee's personal choices.

Through these and other comments, respondents indicat-
ed that they equate a DFWP program with adrug-testing pro-
gram and/or a policy reference in an employee manual. Very

few participants fully understand how the components of a

i

DPWP program work together or the extent to which they have
leeway to implemenC certain. components of a DFW~ program.

Employee assistance programs. Approximately 25 per-
cent of survey participants provide EAPs for their employees,
but some respondents indicated a lack of awareness of how to
access LAP services. Comments from those who do not provide
EAPs suggest that confusion about. the purpose and cost of
such programs deters Chem from pursuing this option more
aggressively. The concept of group purchasing of EAP services
did not receive high interest from employers.

Employee discipline. Perhaps because alcohol is legal,
survey participants indicated they are more tolerant of employ-
ees with alcohol problems than those with drug problems.
Employees with drug problems, for example,'are more likely to
be fired than those with alcohol problems.

~Finng, unfortunately, is the preferred response to both
alcohol and drug use—employees actively drinking or using
drugs while on the job are more likely to be fired than referred
for assistance. When asked why they discipline employees,
some employers stated they are unwilling or unable to tolerate
performance problems associated with alcohol or drug use,
while others focused more on the substance abuse itself than
the workplace behavior associated with it.

Financial impact. While all employers that participated in
the survey aclenowledged that alcohol and drug problems exist,
almost none could provide a reliable estimate of their cost to
businesses. Helping small-business owners quantify the finan-
cial impact on their companies would raise awareness of work-
place alcohol and drug use.

Target groups. Respondents mentioned four employee
groups that may deserve additional outreach consideration:

teenagers, ̀older° (i.e., once-retired) workers, culturally diverse
workers, and entry-level, low-paid workers with multiple per-
sonal problems. Each of these groups brings unique problems
to the workplace related to substance use, and some employers
mentioned they have become frustrated at their inability to find
resources to help.

Culture of Health

It is imperative that business leaders accept the fact that alco-
hol and drug use affect the workplace. Employers are not
immune from the effects of substance abuse, even though
employees may not be actively using substances at work.

For the small employer, having one or two employees with

a drug or alcohol problem can significantly impair the health of
the business. Raising awareness of the problem, providing edu-
cation and resources to employers and employees alike, and
creating a climate that encourages a culture of health- in small
businesses will benefit all citizens.
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e m ac o s
~~The overall impact of employee assistance programs can be enormous.
When designed to include family members, the SAP can play a singular,
major role which cannot be duplicated anywhere else in our society. "

James T. Wrich, The Employee Assistance Program: Updated for the 1980's, pg. 192.

Employee assistance pro-
grams have become so
commonplace today that
many employers and Prod ctiu
workers, especially those
in large establishments,
take them for granted. But
in 1971, the 18 occupa- ployer
tional alcoholism consult- nsuftation

ants—the forerunners of
today's employee assis-
tance professionals—who
gathered in Los Angeles
[see facing page] faced an
uncertain future, with neither precedent nor
resources to help guide them.

From that meeting emerged not only an
organization—the Association of Labor-Manage-
ment Administrators and Consultants on
Alcoholism (ALMACA), later EAPA—but also an
industry and a profession. Three decades later,
all three are thriving. The association has
approximately 7,000 members in countries as
far-flung as Japan, Argentina, and Australia; the
industry covers more than three in five U.S.
workers in establishments with 100 or more
employees; and a certification process has estab-
lished astandard of professionalism for practi-
tioners in all EAP settings.

Can the association, industry, and profession
continue to build on their. accomplishments?
The next decade may well prove decisive to their

r~~~ntion futures. More and more
R'~4~,a,~ employers may begin
~aoag~~~ demanding that EAPs not

of simply save money but
also improve organiza-
tional health. Human
resources professionals
may expect EAPs to help
glue organizations togeth-
er, to serve as a "point of
attachment" for employ-
ees with different needs
at different sites. Occupa-
tional physicians may ask

EAPs to help manage the health of organizations,
to direct initiatives ranging from blood pressure
screenings to depression awareness trainings.
And employees may want EAPs to provide
"seamless" services via the telephone, the
Internet, and other communications technolo-
gies that emerge.

The following articles provide a glimpse of
these and other challenges facing employee
assistance professionals and programs—and, by
extension, EAPA—in the coming years.
Together, the articles serve as a call to the indus-
try to develop a new vision of employee assis-
tance—a vision of EAPs as leaders in organiza-
tional health and human resource management.
With all they've accomplished in the past 30
years, EA professionals and programs should_ be
prepared to answer this call.
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Human Resources Mana ement
EAPs Can Provide a Sense

of Communi
by John Smoyer, SPHR

he first thing that comes to mind when most people
think of employee assistance programs is counseling
services for workers and their family members. EA
professionals are knowledgeable about the different

types of counseling and other support services available in the
community and skilled at encouraging clients to seek help
from these services. Having an EAP available is very comfort-
ing for supervisors and managers when they learn an employ-
ee is having problems.

Less obvious but perhaps more valuable, however, is the
role that an EAP can play in furthering the work of human
resources management in an organization. HR management
has evolved from the traditional recruitmendcompensation/
employee relations function to one that incorporates these and
other activities into a more strategic organizational role.

While the objective of HR management is still to attract
and retain the best employees, the focus on how to do that has
shifted. Today's employees want flexible hours, benefits, train-
ing, and education, and many are willing to trade the job secu-
rity of the past for the opportunity to grow professionally. As a
result, organizations have become transitory, with little sense of
community or relationship.

This atmosphere of detachment causes anxiety for many

employees. A caring organization can provide a point of attach-

ment for employees, and the best way to do that is through the
EAP. Just.as a flexible work schedule can help people maintain

a balance between their personal and professional lives, an EAP
can provide employees with the tools to maintain emotional

balance. For example, work-related stress can cause peer rela-
tionship problems or employee-supervisor difficulties between
workers whose skills are too valuable for a company to lose.
Organizations can use their EAPs to help resolve these issues
before they go too far.

John Smoyer is a human resources consultant
in Mesa, Ariz, where he served as personnel
director for the city government from 1979-
1999. He is a member of the Society for Human
Resource Management and chaired its
Workplace Health and Safety Committee from
1996-1998.

To further the organization's human resource management
goals, HR personnel should get to know their EAP counter-
parts so they can feel comfortable discussing a situation from
the organization's perspective. Human resources professionals
understand that it is frustrating for employee assistance staff to
feel as though they have a les-than-complete picture of the
issues at hand when assessing employees.

A close relationship between HR and EAP staff is especial-
ly important given the growing tendency of organizations to
place employee assistance professionals in the role of mediator
between supervisors and subordinates. An employee who is
having trouble at work often will be sent to the EAP at the
direction of management, but without communication by
management to the EAP. The employee will then tell the EA
professional he does not know why he is there. This will be fol-
lowed by the EA professional requesting to meet with the
supervisor to discuss the presenting issue.

While I believe EAPs can and should play a strong role in
the employer/employee mediation process, HR staff need to
communicate effectively with their EAP counterparts regarding
the referral of "problem" employees. It is a waste of the EAP's
resources to provide services to employees under false pretens-
es, and a problem for the organization if an employee is visit-
ing the EAP under the guise of receiving assistance when that
is not case. Effective communication and a standard method of
referral for difficult employees can alleviate many of these situ-
ations.

Better Marketing

It is universally understood that employees plagued by per-
sonal problems are not productive, and frequently are difficult
to work with as well. Often, an employee's problems are
brought on by other factors: There may be a situation of sub-
stance abuse or other addictive behavior such as gambling,
either by the employee or a family member.

EAPs play a major role in helping resolve these problems
by functioning as an intake and referral service to organiza-
tional medical providers or social services agencies. If an
employee takes advantage of the EAP and obtains assistance
appropriate to his or her need, it becomes awin-win situation
for both the employee and the organization.
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Frequently, an employee will attempt to get management
to "buy into" his or her problems by discussing the issues and
asking. for advice. Rather than becoming personally involved in
employees' problems, managers.can refer workers to the EAP.
This allows managers to focus their attention on performance
rather than personal issues.

To ensure that employees and supervisors alike are aware
of the full range of EAP services, EA professionals should work
to market themselves better throughout organizations.
Frequently, employees and supervisors think an EAP is just for
family problems or only for the employee's use. EAPs need to
make certain that their benefits are clearly communicated to
employees and supervisors.

One way EAPs can market themselves to internal audi-
ences is by conducting "brown bag" seminars on issues of com-
mon concern. The most obvious of these issues are stress
reduction, money management, substance abuse, and family
relationship/teenage issues.

Stress reduction is of particular interest with the economy
cooling and many employers announcing layoffs or possible
work slowdowns. Even in companies that are not experiencing
such disruptions, the rapid increase in technological and other
changes is extremely upsetting to many people. The ability to
accept and accommodate change will become more and more
critical to employees' well-being in the Iuture.

EAPs should take a proactive approach and become
involved with organizations in managing change. Too often,
EAPs only become involved with employees when downsizings
or layoffs occur, by which time it is too late to have much

The Impact of EAPs
impact. LA professionals could provide valuable input during
the downsizing process on how best to deal with, and com-
municate information about, organizational change and its
effect on employees.

EAPs also should focus more attention on the issue of
workplace violence. Employees need to realize that, from a sta-
tistical standpoint, they are safer at work than in most other
environments. Many employees are more concerned about
their safety and security at work than they are when they go
shopping, eat at a restaurant, or even stay at home. Employees
need to understand the frequency of workplace violence in
relation to the day-to-day crime reported in the local commu-
nity. EAPs could help employers dispel employees' fears and
communicate the organization's concern for each employee.

Commensurate Value

In the 21st century, more and more employers that provide
EAPs will want to be sure they are receiving commensurate
value. Simply providing assessment and referral services to
employees will no longer meet their standards.

The primary measure of an EAP's value in the future will
be its ability to respond quickly and effectively to the human
resource management needs of organizations competing in an
ever-changing marketplace. To do this, EA professionals will
need co have a clear understanding of the organization's mis-
sion, athorough knowledge of the organization's facilities and
staff, and awell-honed working relationship with the organiza-
tion's human resources department and senior management.

•\

Employee Assistance Programs
•Individual CEAPS - (EAPA Sponsored)
• Internal and External Corporate EAP's

Managed Behavioral Healthcare
NOt7 PPOfit COUI1C115 providing assessments, referrals, education &therapy

We are sponsored by: EAPA
We are endorsed by: NCADD - NADA

Website: vanwagnergroup.com
E-mail: tomvanwag@aol.com
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21 Maple Avenue P.O. Box 5710
Bay Shore, New York 11706-0503
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Occu ationall~.ealthp
EAPs Can Pla
a Preventive Role

by Robert S. Rhodes, M.D.

n a global economy where the competition for the best and
brightest workers is perhaps even more intense. than the
competition for new customers and markets, the health
and safety of employees and workplaces are critical to the

success of any organization. EAPs, under the direction of or in
cooperation with occupational physicians or medical directors,
can help employers manage the health of their workers and
worksites and promote greater employee productivity.

My own experience in this area is instructive. As a plant
physician several years ago, and later as regional medical direc-
tor, Ihelped administer ate occupational health program that
provided both injury and illness treatment as well as preven-
tive health services at the worksite, such as health screenings
.and initiatives for blood pressure monitoring, hypertension
control, and diabetes education and detection. Many of these
activities and initiatives eventually were folded into what
evolved as a joint labor-management preventive health pro-
gram called LifeSteps.

At one location, I was responsible for the health and safe-
ty ofabout 15,000 employees, most of whom were hourly pro-
duction workers represented by the United Auto Workers
(UAW). During that time; I oversaw the evolution of our
employee assistance program from a very small concern with
one full-time staff member to athree-shift-a-day program with
both hourly and salaried support staff. The growth in staff was
accompanied by a growth in services: The EAP evolved from
being mainly a substance abuse (primarily alcohol-based) pro-
gram with an in-house 12-step effort into a program that
addressed concerns well beyond substance abuse, such as psy-
chological and emotional issues, family concerns, or other
problems that underlay performance problems at work.

As the EAP evolved, it began to play a more prominent
role in our ability to identify and resolve potential employee
health problems. As various employee concerns—financial dif-
ficulties, child and elder care, stress, and so on—surfaced at
work, EAP staff sometimes were able to discern underlying
issues that might affect workplace health and productivity. To

Robert Rhodes is global headquarters director of health services for
General Motors. He has worked for GM for the past 23 years. He is also a
past president of the American College of Occupational and Environmental
Medicine (ACOEM),

help address these issues, we initiated a worksite mental health
program that incorporated a psychiatrist who would visit one
day each week. The psychiatrist would talk to employees who
had been in contact with the EAP to assess their emotional
health and determine what steps should be taken to prevent
their condition (if any) from becoming more severe.
Supervisors and others also got involved as necessary.

T~.e range and incidence of
problems that affect a global
workforce will exceed anything
we have ever seen before.

The EAP spearheaded a very active effort to educate super-
visors how to recognize individuals with possible mental
health problems and refer them for assessment before their
problems resulted in long-term absences or discharges from
work. In conjunction with my office and local facilities and
organizations, our EAP team conducted self-help programs to
help people recognize whether they might have problems that
needed attention.

In these and other areas, such as helping coordinate train-
ing for employees and union officials in addition to supervi-
sors, our EAP proved extremely effective in identifying and
helping resolve potential health problems. Whenever EAP staff
saw specific health issues that required their attention, they got
involved and assumed responsibility for necessary activities.

One thing I noticed as I watched our EAP evolve and play
a larger role in our occupational health efforts was that the
more knowledgeable and professional the employee assistance
personnel, the more effective the employee assistance program.
Someone assigned to the EAP staff who didn't have a lot of
interest in employee assistance tended not to have the same
level of effectiveness as someone who had been trained and
had acquired expertise in the field. Our joint program made
sure that our EAP personnel got that training, both the union
representatives and the salaried people as well.
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Handle on Costs

The need for training and professionalism is even more imper-

ative today because there's been such a strong move in the
direction of outsourcing EAP services. As that process has con-

tinued, the level of direct involvement between the medical

director and the EAP has significantly decreased, although the

need for that involvement is as great as ever because many

problems that come to the attention of EA professionals require

confidentiality and a health expertise that people in the human

resources area may not possess. The physician needs to be

made aware of these problems.

The outsourcing of EAPs has been accompanied by anoth-
er development that's having a profound effect on occupation-
al health—the rise of the Internet. I see a great future in this

area with respect to health services for employees, especially as

organizations and the economy become more global. The range

and incidence of problems that affect a global workforce will

exceed anything we have ever seen before, and employers will

recognize that increasing the knowledge base of their employ-
ees—in particular, by providing low-cost access td the
Internet—is acost-effective method to assist in addressing and

preventing these problems.

Within the next year, 1 chink we'll see more and more

Internet access afforded to employees, even to the point where

they can access it from home. Some companies like Ford have
actually provided low-cost computers—they're literally giving
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The Impact of EAPs
them away—to employees to increase access to the Internet.

Other companies are addressing this in different ways, but all

companies, I think, are finding that is pays co facilitate easier

access to the Internet for their workforce.

In addition to providing employees access to the Internet,

I expect employers, through their EAPs, to begin using the

Internet aggressively to educate workers on preventive health

concerns. But even the Internet, with its unparalleled reach and

breadth, is no panacea for occupational health problems. Even

with the Internet, we'll still have drug abuse—the drug itself

may change, but the problem won't go away. And we'll still

have workers who have problems with stress and family issues.

These problems may, if I can look forward with wishful think-

ing, decrease in terms of both degree and frequency, but I think

they're still going to be there.

I also think we're going to have a greater need for early

intervention, because early intervention is necessary if we're to

get a better handle on costs. That's one thing we're setting out

to do in all of industry—get a better handle on all health-relat-

ed costs, either by eliminating them or reducing their preva-

lence to the point where they're far less frequent and we have

far fewer complications to address. EAPs and other preventive

health efforts are critical to early intervention, so Chey need to

be able to show, over time, the impacC they have on health

costs. That's where EAPs and other efforts are going to pay off.

But I don't see these problems going away. It's just the nature of

the human beast.
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Health and Pro tivitdu c Y
A Ne~v O ortunipp

fog EAPs
by Kent W. Peterson, M.D.

he Institute for Health and Productivity
Management (IHPM) was founded in 1997 to help
employers measure and increase their returns from
investing in their human capital. The institute's

vision is to make employee health a sound investment in cor-
porate success.

This means, first and foremost, that we at IHPM want to
change the way companies think about their human capital.
Rather than viewing employee health programs merely as a
cost avoidance measure, we want employers to see them as a
positive business investment in productivity. Another way to
state this is that a new economic model is needed in health
care—an investment model that maximizes total returns on
health benefit dollars, rather than an expense model that mere-
ly controls the amount of benefit dollars spent.

EAPs can be an integral par[ of this investment model of
health care. A recent IHPM study report, "How Workplace
Culture Influences Productivity and Business Success," identi-
fied EAPs as one of five characteristics of healthy, successful
corporate cultures. But I submit that as American business
continues to go through major changes, EAPs must adapt dra-
matically if they are to optimally influence the health and pro-
ductivity of employees.

The following paragraphs present a vision of EAPs that
goes well beyond simply adding new services in a piecemeal
fashion to keep pace with the latest corporate trends. This
vision will necessitate both an attitudinal shift toward demon-
strating the value of EAPs and a practical shift toward con-

Kent W. Peterson is senior vice president
of the Institute for Health and Productivity
Management (www.ihpm.org) and president of
Occupational Health Strategies, a consulting
firm based in Charlottesville, l/a„ that provides
strategic planning, program design, health infor-
mation management, and training services to
employers and health care companies world-
wide. He is a recent president of the American
College of Occupational and Environmental
Medicine, past executive vice president of the

American College of Preventive Medicine, and has authored eight books
and more than 250 chapters, articles, and scientific presentations. Dr.
Peterson is a clinical associate professor of environmental medicine at
New York University and also directs the executive wellness program at
the Federal Executive Institute.

tributing to what IHPM is calling the "top line" of health care.
It will challenge employee assistance professionals to demon-
strate, in a measurable and clear way, that EAPs are a positive
investment in the corporation's business success. And it will
challenge leaders in the EA field to create new sets of measure-
ments as well• as specific programs that might take EAPs from
a treatment mode to a prevention mode and then further, into
a workplace enhancement mode.

Intermediate Outcomes

In general, employers' health expenses are viewed as what I
would call the "middle line." Companies' "bottom lines" reflect
both their "top line" (total sales and revenues) and their "mid-
dle line" (business expenses). Most employer health efforts
today are focused on the middle line—on reducing the costs of
identifying and treating disease or behavioral problems. This is
what I would term an "illness" approach to health.

The alternative is a "wellness" approach that can influence
a company's top line. This approach takes the view that corpo-
rate success has less to do with cost avoidance or cost reduc-
tion than with the benefits of having great employees.

A top-line approach recognizes that in order to be suc-
cessful in today's rapidly changing global marketplace, compa-
nies need people who are immensely creative and adaptable,
are committed to quality, and who take personal responsibility
not only for getting their work done but also for seeking new
opportunities to grow their businesses. Top-line human capital
management activities are designed to attract, retain, and moti-
vate healehy and productive employees who can contribute to
the success, growth, and adaptability of the business.

How do EAPs fit into atop-line approach? At this point, it
may be worthwhile to review a project that led to the creation
of IHPM. The "Two Pens" Project, named for the two pens that
drive the health care system (one used by employers who pay
health care bills, the other by providers who spend health care
dollars), brought together employers, doctors, and researchers
to discuss how incentives could be realigned to produce better
outcomes—namely, workers who are healthier and more pro-
ductive—For purchasers of health care.

Everyone who participated in the Two Pens project agreed
that the ultimate goal of all stakeholders was to optimize pro-
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ductivity and job performance. There was also agreement on
three intermediate outcomes: (1) improving health status; (2)
reducing unnecessary lost work time; and (3) improving orga-
nizational health [see Figure. 1]. EAPs can play an important
role in each of these areas.

With respect to the first outcome, EAPs generally can
improve the health status of employees regardless of whether
they take either a disease approach or a wellness approach. But
improving an employee's health status is one thing; actually
measuring the positive impact of EAPs is another. Current
measurement tools and activities typically measure care utiliza-
tion or sickness status, not workforce readiness. Employee
assistance professionals need to develop new measures and def-
initions that can characterize the health status of employees
with regard to the areas on which EAPs focus.

Figure 1
PRODUCTIVITY MODEL

Final Outcome Intermediate Outcome Accountability

Improve Employer/
Health Purchaser

Status

____ ! Employee/

Optimize Reduce Patient

Productivity/ Unnecessary

Job Performance Lost Work
Time

Provider

Improve
Organizational Health Plan/ "'

Health Delivery
System

This, in turn, leads to a second intermediate outcome,

which is reducing unnecessary lost work time. EAPs play a
major role in helping people who have statistically higher rates
of absenteeism, short-term disability, and long-term disability.

But there's another aspect of lost work time that's getting more

and more attention in the productivity world—namely, what

an employee does while physically at work.

The term "presenteeism" is being used to describe people

who physically are at work but aren't fully present. Their bod-

ies are at work, but not necessarily their minds and souls. EAPs

can influence presenteeism, both from an illness approach—by

reducing the influences that keep people from being present at

work, like substance abuse or mental illness—and from a well-

ness approach. EAPs are one of the few corporate functions that

can help employees be more truly available to their work and

their fellow employees. EAPs could even help coach employees

be more. skillful communicators and team players and more

emotionally intelligent in the workplace.
EAPs can also influence the third intermediate outcome,

which is improving organizational health. Today's business
leaders are focusing on corporate culture as a factor influencing
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The Impact of EAPs
business success, on the "six sigma" method of measuring orga-
nizational improvements, and on the "balanced scorecard" as a
way of measuring total organizational performance. These
efforts should sound like music to an EA professional's ears and
can help move EAPs into areas such as balancing work and life,
teaching people to be more adaptable to change, encouraging
more creative approaches to work, and targeting issues such as
diversity and workplace violence.

A New Niche

In my view, EAPs in their present forms face either possible
extinction or the opportunity to play a much more active role
in promoting health, managing workplace productivity, and
promoting the value of healthy human capital. These expand-
ed roles may challenge EA professionals to learn new skills and
summon the courage to play in a bigger game. But in an era of
downsizing and outsourcing, no corporate employee program
is safe. Many in-house corporate health programs, health infor-
mation systems, and employee benefits initiatives have been
pared or even eliminated in recent years. The same could hap-
pen to EAPs that rest on their laurels—on wishful thinking that
the acceptance of EAPs in the past will continue in the future.

Business executives expect to see convincing business
cases in order to continue programs. They want a clear demon-
stration of a program's value and success, with measured out-
comes. EAP leaders need to demonstrate the value of their
activity, not just in terms of avoiding costs but in terms of
enhancing workforce readiness, adaptability, performance, and
productivity. This may mean defining some new terms, devel-
oping specific outcome measures, and establishing better
benchmarks and sensitive scorecards.

To do so will require EA professionals to be creative, work
hard, develop new terms and new metrics, and reach out to
human resource managers and senior management. It will
force EAPs to leave their comfortable niche as a first aid station
and challenge EA professionals to focus instead on helping
companies succeed in a competitive global environment where
a corporation's culture is becoming increasingly apparent as a
big determinant of success.

The foundation for this new vision already has been laid,
in the literature that demonstrates the cost effectiveness of EAPs
simply from amiddle-line perspective. The challenge facing EA
professionals now is to develop better measures of their impact
on top-line productivity.

Demonstrating EAP Value

Let's discuss several sensitive management tools that are ripe for
development. Uery few companies collect good data on absen-
teeism, not of their blue-collar workers and certainly not of
their white-collar or part-time workers. One potentially useful
tool that EA professionals could champion would gather data
on both employee absenteeism and presenteeism.

With the growing focus on employee productivity,
researchers are now developing tools to measure presenteeism.
For example, Ronald Kessler ac Harvard University and
Deborah Lerner at the Health Institute of the New England
Medical Center have created short, simple questionnaires that
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The Impact of EAPs
ask employees about their functional ability, their ability to
attend work, and the percentage of dine at work they feel
they're at their best. These self-reported data offer a way to
measure people's attendance and presenteeism.

EA professionals could create similar questionnaires that
would specifically target the. kinds of health issues that can be
addressed through EAPs, such as alcohol or substance abuse,
depression, or stress-related mental illness. The data from these
questionnaires could document both the need for EAPs and
their positive impact on employee absenteeism and presen-
teeism. This new tool could show that EAPs help workers not
only cost less, but be more creative and productive.

Other health and productivity measures could also focus
initially on the core areas of substance abuse and mental health,
then be extended to other arenas, such as workplace violence.
For example, can EAPs identify and intervene with people at
high risk of workplace violence? If so, they will contribute
immeasurably to individual and organizational health. Can
EAPs measure the change in self-perceived productivity before
and after a critical incident stress debriefing? Doing so would
demonstrate the real value of these services. Similar questions
can be asked about [he effectiveness of EAPs on work life ben-
efits and stress management.

Ultimately, every EA professional will have to answer that
age-old question, "How do I want to mature in my profession?"
This question, in turn, leads to two more questions: "Do I want
to sit in a quiet room and talk with troubled individuals and be
a counselor and a healer? Or can I see myself making a signifi-
cant contribution to the lives of larger numbers of healthier
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workers, helping them have more satisfying jobs while also
educating and coaching supervisors about how to create a
healthier workplace environment?"

Collaboration With EAPA

If EAPs are to move beyond their current practices, they must
be able to adapt to changing organizational patterns. In a

knowledge-based economy, companies are less interested in
measuring employees' attendance at work and more interested
in measuring their productivity.

IHPM is open to joint collaboration with EAPA in this area.
Let's find a specific project—say, creating field demonstration
projects to document the impact of EAPs on health and pro-
ductivity—on which EAPA and IHPM could work together.
Only modest funding would be required co bring together a
group of six to eight visionaries and pragmatists to outline the
issues iri more detail and develop a workable. game plan.
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The Impact of EAPs

Disease Prevention
EA~'s Can Hel Keep p
~V~orkers Health

Following are excerpts of a presentation by
former U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
at the President's Awards Banc{uet at the 2000
EAPA Annual Conference.

". 'cl I i I<e you to raise your eyes and
expand your vision. I'd like you to
develop a view of health, of your-
selves, and—in your particular

concerns as employee assistance profession-
als—of the health of your employees that is
as big as this world.

In recent years, the term ̀globalization'
has become one of our familiar buzzwords:
No doubt that is because, with the collapse of communist
regimes a decade ago and with the end of that uneasy Cold War
nuclear standoff, many people assumed that a rush to global-
ization would quickly follow. However, globalization—which
so many people thoughC would happen because it should hap-
pen and now could happen—has not happened, at least not in
the political and economic spheres.

But there is one globalization area that does exist: We have
globalized disease. And now that we have globalization of dis-
ease, we have no other choice but to match it with globaliza-
tion of our efforts in health.

It is true that disease has always disregarded frontiers. The
plague, or ̀black death,' of the 14th century may have been one
of the first examples of globalization. The tens of millions of
American Indians who died from European-borne disease in
the 16th century was one horrible side effect of the European
exploration and colonization of North America. The influenza
epidemic of 1918-19 is a more recent example of the global-
ization of disease, as is AIDS, which seems to have traveled to
North America on an airplane from Africa with an aisle seat.

Some of the participants in an international forum at a
hotel such as this will bring to New York viruses from their
homeland that in an earlier age could not have made the
transoceanic voyage by ship. Now they will take home with
them the latest New York cold. This summer in New York.,
health officials moved to combat the West Nile virus. That dis-
ease, named for a river in Egypt yet threatening the health of

by C. Everett Koop, M.D.
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those along the East River, makes my point
all too well—there is no disease anywhere
that is someone else's problem.

We've had to pay new attention to vec-
cor-borne diseases, especially those borne
by an old foe, the mosquito. Some of pub-
lic health's greatest achievements have
come in the struggle against mosquito-
borne disease, such as malaria, sleeping
sickness, and yellow fever. Now we face
new threats from this same source, such as
West Nile virus and dengue fever.

There's another infectious threat to our
health and life, and ironically we find our-

selves at risk in the very place we go to get better. Hospital-
acquired infections come to us from doctors, nurses, and other
health care workers who inadvertently transfer pathogens from
one patient to another. Health care worker-borne diseases are
some of the most virulent infections we know, such as staphy-
lococci, streptococci, and enterococci. These can cause life-threat-
ening infections of the skin, the lungs, and the intestinal tract.

Our fight against these infections and diseases is a series of
skirmishes and battles in the long war between antibiotics and
microbes. We have learned that our usual blitzkrieg, our light-
ning-war assaults against against infectious disease, may not do
the job any longer. More and more microbes seem to have
learned the art of guerilla warfare—they have learned to hide
out in our bodies for long periods of time and rise up to cause
havoc much later.

Leapfrogging the Infrastructure

Employee assistance professionals may be among the first peo-
ple to confront the dangers that these mobile diseases pose to
the workforce. Perhaps some of you have already had to deal
with the renewed problem that tuberculosis has brought. A dis-
ease that went from the number-one killer in the 19th century
to almost unheard of has now made a comeback in a frighten-
ingly drug-resistant from. Perhaps one of your workers has had
to deal with this already. No doubt you have already faced the
problem of HIV in the workplace, and you've grappled with the
thorny and complicated issues of balancing the obligation to
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protect the privacy of the worker with the obligation to protect
the health of the workforce.

With an internationally mobile workforce, and with new
and old diseases finding it so easy to pass through customs,
those entrusted with employee health issues can no longer liinil
their vision to their own workers or even to the current threats
in their own city. You need to lift your eyes to a distant horizon.
You need to be global in your view of disease, .and that means
of disease prevention and health promotion as well.

VVl~.at if your sick employees simply
stayed home from work? Getting sick
people to stay home and get well may
actually save your company money.

Internet technology, especially in health information, can
make up for many current organizational impediments in
international health. During the years I was chief delegate to
the World Health Organization, I despaired of ever getting
modern health information into, say, Africa. How could we
ever hope to build the necessary infrastructure? But technolo-
gy came along and just leapfrogged over the infrastructure, and
with the cell phone and the Internet one can avoid the infra-
structure altogether and have a very adequate system of infor-
mation transfer.

And the Internet, remember, is still in its infancy. As we
combine our main methods of communication and increase
the speed of transmission and transactions—when telephone,
television, and the Internet are all available in one instru-
ment—nothing known in New York won't be known in Delhi
and Botswana and vice versa. A health threat from Botswana
can be tracked from its source, while news about a drug from
New York can circulate the globe with a click of the mouse.

I have been deeper into the world of the Internet than I
ever planned, and I am convinced, Wall Street to the contrary,
that the Internet, when the dust settles, will change the way
medicine is practiced. I am convinced of this because knowl-
edge empowers patients to make decisions in tandem with
their physicians—to make diagnostic and therapeutic decisions
that will effect outcomes for the better. I believe also that pub-
lic health will be better understood and practiced, and I believe
the health education of the developing world will be largely
accomplished, at least at the start, through the Internet.

The Wrong Decision

I have spent my life delivering two messages to America: First,
take charge of your health, and second, there is no prescription
more valuable than knowledge. Now these messages must be
shared globally, and nothing delivers them better than the
Internet. True, we'have some problems to solve, such as ensur-
ing the accuracy of health information in cyberspace, where
right and wrong information glow with the same intensity on
the computer screen. And there are still-to-be-resolved issues of

health privacy, confidentiality, and security. But these are prob-
lems to be solved, not barriers to success.

Among the many jobs you've taken on is the daunting
task, especially in a competitive and dangerous world, of keep-
ing your .workforce not only free from disease, but actually
healthy. And the best way to do that is to help them make the
right choices for their own lives.

We passed a milestone in history in the last generation
when early mortality now comes largely as a result of personal
choices made by Folks in their leisure activities. Throughout
most of history, if people died too soon, it was because of things
they got into against their will, such as war, work accidents, or
infectious disease. Now most early deaths stem from lifestyle
decisions—decisions about what people want to do. In many
cases, these are the wrong decisions: about using tobacco,
abusing alcohol, not using seat belts, and the like.

That's where health information becomes so valuable to
you. It's not just about being vigilant about the next strange
infectious, imported pathogen, nor is it just advertising the
next designer drug. It's mostly about having your employees
make healthful lifestyle choices.

When your employees are wired to the World Wide Web,
they can get the help they need about the latest disease threats
and the latest drugs. But this is not just about passive learning.
Cyberspace also offers a host of interactive Web sites that will
allow your employees to monitor their health and, indeed, take
charge of their own health.

A Radical Notion

In this world, when we face a host of adversaries from an old
threat to humanity—infectious disease—we may have in our
defenses something that is very easy to follow and very much
in your field of interest as well as your ability. But it may unset-
tle you a little bit. What if your sick employees simply stayed
home from work?

That may seem a radical notion in our hard-working soci-
ety, where those who stay home are often viewed as less dedi-
caced even if their coming to work results in additional work-
ers infected, who are then less able to perform. This problem is
exacerbated by most over-the-counter medicines, which sim-
ply treat symptoms, making people feel better than they are.

Advertisements for these nostrums don't say, ̀ Feel better
fast so you can spread your illness,' but that can be the result.
It would be much better if they take these medications, feel bet-
ter, and stay home until they no longer are infectious.

Workers who come to work sick in order to get more work
done may actually be a factor in getting less work done, as
more and more workers fall to the same infection. Getting sick
people to stay home and get well may actually save your com-
pany money. This places those of you who have a say about
personnel policies in the front lines of our fight against disease,
disability, and death.

You might say that encouraging people to stay home when
they get sick requires too much of a social change. But look at
what we've accomplished in one generation about the dangers
of smoking at the worksite. Maybe we can try and accomplish
the same thing about sneezing."
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EAPA Participates in Internet Summit

lenty of mental health informa-
tion and services are available
through the Internet, and more

are being added each day. People who
need such assistance, however, say
they have difficulty deCermining the

credibility of many on-line resources.
To address this concern, the National
Mental Health Association convened a

"summit" of 50 mental health, health

care, technology, government, and
business leaders to develop guidelines
for conveying mental health.informa-
tion on the Internet.

The summit attendees, represent-
ing such organizations as EAPA, the
American Psychological Association,
AOL Time Warner, the Federal Trade
Commission, Medscape, and the
National Institute for Mental Health,
developed nearly 60 "guiding princi-

ples" to promote and protect the inter-

ests of people seeking mental health
information on-line. The principles
include the following:

• Clearly identify which information

is based on data and which is spec-
ulative or commercial in nature

• Link Internet services to communi-

ty resources for follow-up
• Protect the privacy and security of

individually identifiable mental

health information at all stages
• Disclose information about the

qualifications and certification of

health professionals or counselors

who provide on-line therapy and
support services

Summit attendees are encouraged
to forge partnerships between and
among their organizations to help

implement the guiding principles.
EAPA will begin a dialogue with some
of these groups to better understand

their interests and ensure they under-

stand ours.

Dotty Blum, Ph.D., CEAP
Vice President, EAPA

WorWLife Committee Briefs
AWLP Board of Directors

Members of the EAPA Work/Life
Committee met with the board of

directors of the Alliance of Work/Life
Professionals (AWLP) on Feb. 5 to
open a dialogue between the two
organizations and identify common

ground for possible collaboration.

The meeting, held prior to the
AWLP Annual Conference in Orlando,
Fla., was hosted by AWLP. Work/Life
Committee members Kathi
Beauchesne, Henri Menco, and Jim
O'Hair represented EAPA, and com-

mittee subject matter experts Ann

Viancola and Mary Ellen Gornick
attended the meeting as well.

The EAPA delegation briefed
AWLP's leaders on the committee's

objectives, including their survey and

research goals. The two groups dis-
cussed establishing hot links between

the EAPA and AWLP Web sites and
coordinating programming at future

conferences.

Kathi Beauchesne, who is also a

member of AWLP's board of directors,

will serve as the Work/Life Commit-

tee's liaison to AWLP and has agreed

to chair a committee within AWLP to

look at issues common to the two

organizations. Several other EAPA

members who serve on the AWLP

board have agreed to assist her.

James R. O'Hair, LCSW CEAP CAC

Internal Programs Director, EAPA

EAPA Enjoys Strong Presence
at Drug Law Conference

Three members of EAPAs Board of

Directors traveled to Nashville, Tenn.,

recently to attend a conference titled

"Drug Free Workplace: A Continuum

Approach," sponsored by the National

Alliance for Model State Drug Laws.
The three-day conference brought
together approximately 80 individuals
with an interest in drug-free work-

place (DFWP) policies and programs,
including employee assistance profes-

sionals, risk managers, insurance
providers, labor law attorneys, union

members, state workers' compensation

directors., and business leaders.
Several EAPA members attended

the conference and some made pre-

sentations or participated in panel dis-
cussions. Alan Cohn, Terry Cowan,
and Henry Govert conducted a work-

shop titled "What Comes After a
Positive?" and led a discussion about

employee assistance programs; Tom

Cole participated in a panel presenta-
tion on best DFWP practices; and
Alan Cohn participated in a presenta-
tion on treatment programming.

The conference provided a histori-
cal overview of state DFWP efforts and
generated numerous ideas for further
legislative and regulatory approaches.
On the final day of the conference,
Alliance Director Sherry Green formal-
ly welcomed EAPA President Linda

Sturdivant, who pledged to work
closely with the Alliance in the future
to promote EAPs as an integral part of
drug-free workplace programs.

Bernie McCann, . CEAP ~
Mid-Atlantic Regional Director, EAPA
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Bridging the Future with a
Member .Assistance Program
by Tom Burns, CEAP

he federal government contin-

ues to press for workplace
drug-testing programs, and

court cases involving drug testing are
running against the interests of work-

ers. For the foreseeable future, drug
testing will continue to be the anti-
drug weapon of choice for the federal

government.
Labor historically has been char-

acterized as part of the alcohol and
drug problem, not part of the solu-
tion. To be part of the solution, work-

ers must have strong, union-run pre-
vention programs that use peer pres-

sure to channel problem workers
through EAPs and into treatment.

With that in mind, Iron Workers
Locals 40, 361, and 417 developed a
member assistance program (MAP) to
address alcohol and drug use. This
program, the result of 12 years of suc-
cessful experience with the case man-

agement model, has served as a blue-
print for other union EAPs and is.
being studied by researchers at

Cornell University for possible incor-
poration into a teaching program for
EAP professionals.

The program's mission is to pro-

vide quality services at reasonable

prices to all members and their fami-

lies. It combines the traditional MAP

approach with a system of case man-

agement whereby the MAP coordina-

tor at each level maintains contact
with the member and appropriate

family members throughout the treat-

ment process. Following are the rec-

Tom Burns is coordinator of the member assis-
tance prpgram for Locals 4Q, 361, and
417 of the International Association of Bridge,
Structural and Ornamental Iron Workers in
New York.

ommended elements of the program:

Training. Training is to be provided to
all involved personnel.

Education. Education is a must for all

union members.

Interventions. Interventions are to be
performed only by trained MAP staff.

Referrals. Referrals for treatment can

come from members, job stewards,

and union officials.

Case Management. Case management
should match the patient with the cor-

rect care provider.

Follow-up. Follow-up is necessary to

ensure treatment success.

Network Development. The MAP

should negotiate directly with treat-

ment providers, and all contracts
should be similar.

The benefits of this program are

numerous. The utilization rates and

treatment expenses for alcoholism and

drug dependency in Locals 40, 361,

and 417 have been among the lowest
of any union program, and outcome

success is second to none. Similar

services from other providers cost

more money.

Program Objectives

The objectives of the member assis-
tance program are as follows:

Preserve membership. People are
being lost. due to alcohol, drug, and
other problems that can be addressed

effectively by this program.

Control costs. Costs are of concern to
everyone. This program puts us in
control instead of having outsiders

make judgments about our needs

without ever really knowing what

those needs are. We control this pro-

gram at the local level, using people
who know the day-to-day workings of

the membership.

Improve treatment outcomes. By

contracting directly and managing
MAP services locally, we can effect
positive change where needed.

Standardize where appropriate. By

The more we can help

workers help themselves,

the more we can

improve productivity

and, in the end, the

duality of our lives—

and the safety of our

workplaces.

drawing upon the collective experi-
ence of the membership, we can avoid
reinventing the wheel.

Ensure confidentiality. No program,
especially one driven by employers,
can guarantee us the level of confiden-
tiality we can provide ourselves.

This list is not meant to be all-
inclusive; rather, it is intended to illus-
trate some of the objectives and bene-
fits of the program.
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Program Costs

The cost of providing phis program is

less than. the. cosy o[ not providing i~.

Many seaff for this program are already

in place, and those who aren't can. be

brought on board at minimal expense.

The most conservative estimates

suggest that bilLi~ns of dollars are lost

each year to alcohol end clrug prob-

lems, including compensation claims

aild off-the-job injuries and illnesses

ghat result in disability claims. Tor the

union, ~t member out of work clue ~o

alcohol or drug abuse is costly as well.

Direct U-eatinen~ expenses are exacer-

bated by loss revenues to health and

welfare, annuity, and pension funds.

To speculate on the full costs would

yield inaccurate results, possibly

undereslimaCing Che Crue cost of these

problems.

The concept of self-help is a valid

one. The more we can help workers

help themselves, the more we can

improve productivity and, in the ei~d,

the quality of otin~ lives—rind the s~fery

of our work~~laces.

Member Assistance
Program

Locals 40, 361, and 417
Iron Workers

1. Develop a policy statement

2. Develop a national provider
network with geographical areas
to be served.

3. Establish and/or negotiate fees
as well as service agreements.

4. Assess care options available.

5. Design a benefits plan applicable
to all unions.

6. Recommend that all unions have
a pre-program for cost analysis.

7. The EAP should define
objectives, program services,
responsibilities, and measures
of performance (detox, inpatient,
outpatient).

NATIONAL
Substance Abuse Professionals

NETWORK
Setting the Standards

. Comprehensive Program .Coordinated Strategies

. Prompt Implementation .Thorough Follow-up

NATIONAL

•SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONALS•~M

"The Choice" of TPA's, Labs, MRO'S, Managed Care and National EAP's

~h~~

<< ~

THE POSITIVE SOLUTION FOR DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
REGULATED ORGANIZATIONS AND INDUSTRIES

1-800-879-6428
web page: www.NSAPN.com

The "Premier Provider" of National SAP Services

IDBNTIFXING SUBSTANCE DEPENDENCE

SASSI-3, a brief, accurate &
cost-effective screening tool
Since 1988, counselors have used the SASSI
(Substance Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory)
to identify substance dependence accurately,
objectively and simply. Last year over a million
clients were screened.

Now you and your clients may benefit from the
SASSI-3, which has an empirically demon-
strated overall accuracy of 93%.

♦ Questionnaires may be administered in less
than 15 minutes and scored in less than five

', ♦ Effective even if your client is unable or
unwilling to acknowledge relevant behaviors

♦ Computerized
versions ~ ~~~ ~ C ~T

` are available V 1
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Court Grants Confidentiality
to EAP Records
by Sheila Macdonald

early five years after the U.S.

Supreme Court granted privi-

lege to communications

between psychotherapists and their

patients, another federal court—the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit—did likewise for communica-

tions between employee assistance

program counselors and their clients.

The court's holding in Oleszho v.

State Compensation Insurance Fund

(SCIF) means that licensed or unli-

censed employee assistance profes-

sionals who provide EAP services in

the states covered by the Ninth Circuit

(Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii,

Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and

Washington, plus the Territory of

Guam and the Northern Mariana

Islands) now have the same protection

from federal court subpoenas and

orders that the records of social work-

ers, psychologists, and psychiatrists

enjoy. None of the SCIF EAP's four

employee assistance professionals was

licensed in any of these professions,

but all had backgrounds in psycholo-

gy or social work, including relevant

clinical and/or field experience.

In its ruling, the Ninth Circuit

court offered the same reasons for

extending privilege to EAP records as

those cited by the Supreme Court in

extending privilege to psychothera-

pists in Jaffee v. Redmond in 1996:

EAPs provide a significant amount of

services related to mental health, they

serve those of more modest means,

and more and more states and federal

laws ark extending protection to EAP

records. The Ninth Circuit court also

said that EAPs are part of mental

Sheila Macdonald is director of legislation and
public policy of EAPA.
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health teams and should not have to

have their records separated out.
EAPA filed an amicus curiae

("friend of the court") brief in Jaffee
supporting privilege for psychothera-

pist-patient records but arguing that

such protection not be limited to psy-

chotherapists and that courts be

allowed to apply it more widely. The

Supreme Court agreed with this rea-

soning and left the door open. Since

Jaffee, EAPA has been searching for

court cases to make the argument that

EAP records are deserving of privilege.

Oleszho a SCIF offered such an

opportunity. The case began when

Oksana Oleszko filed a Title VII dis-

"EAPs work to address serious

national problems, from substance

abuse and depression to workplace

and domestic violence. Given the

importance of the public and private

interests EAPs serve, the necessity

of confidentiality in order for EAPs

to function effectively, and the

importance of protecting this

gateway to mental health treatment

by licensed psychiatrists, psycholo-

gists, and social workers, we hold

that the psychotherapist-patient

privilege recognized in Jaffee v

Redmond extends to communica-

tions with ~A~ personnel."

— Opinion of the U.S. Qourt of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit in Oleszko v. State

Compensation Insurance Fund,

March 20, 2001

crimination claim against SCIP and
her individual supervisors. To help
prove her claim, Ms. Oleszko asked
that the company's EAP records be
opened, contending they would show
many employee complaints of discrim-
ination. The EAP refused to open its
records, citing the Jaffee privilege.

EAPA filed an amicus brief in
Oleszho in May 2000 supporting the
contention that EAP records are pro-
tected under Jaffee and should not be
opened. The original trial court, the
U:S. District Court for the Northern
District of California, sided with the
EAP and ruled against Ms. Oleszko on
both counts (discrimination and EAP
records confidentiality). She appealed
the decisions, but the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled against her on
both issues as we1L

The Ninth Circuit court's decision
means that the EA profession is a step
closer to having full protection for its
records in the federal court system.
The Oleszho ruling will make it more
likely that EAPs will be able to obtain
records protection in state court cases
as well. It is not known whether Ms.
Oleszko will pursue her case further,
to the U.S. Supreme Court.

To download the text of the
March, 20 Oleszho opinion from the
World Wide Web, go to
http://www. ca9. uscourts. gov/.

y Parity Bills Introduced
in House, Senate

Rep. Jim Ramstad (R-Minn.) and Sen.
Paul Wellstone (D-Minn.) have intro-
duced bills in the U.S. House of
Representatives and Senate, respective-
ly, that would provide parity for sub-
stance abuse treatment under group
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health plans and health insurance.
The bills, H.R. 1194 and S. 595,

would prevenC health plans that pro-
vide both medical and surgical benefits
and substance abuse treatment benefits
from imposing coverage or financial
limitations on the latter unless similar
limitations are imposed on the former.
Both bills exempt small employers
(those with 25 or fewer employees)
Erom the parity requirements; the
House bill also exempts health plans if
the parity requirement results in a cost
increase of 1 percent or greater.

EAPA supports parity for sub-
stance abuse treatment as well as for
mental health treatment. Parity for
mental health treatment was enacted
into law in 1996, but expires Sept. 30,
2001. Sens. Wellstone and Pete
Domenici (R-N.M.) have introduced
legislation (S. 543) that would elimi-
nate the Sept. 30 sunset date and
extend the 1996 law.

Congress Repeals OSHA
Ergonomics Regulations

Backed by business and human
resource management groups,
Congress voted to repeal controversial
ergonomics regulations issued by the
U.S. Occupational Safety 8i Health
Administration (OSHA).

Under the Ergonomics Program
Standard, which took effect Jan. 16,
employers were required to provide
general information to employees
about musculoskeletal disorders
(MSDs). Absent the reporting of an
MSD incident—defined as an MSD
that is work-related and requires days
away from work, restricted work, or
medical treatment beyond first aid or
involves MSD symptoms that last
seven consecutive days after the
employee reports them to the employ-
er—employers were not required to-
take any additional action.

OSHA estimated that employers
would pay an average of $250 per
MSD incident and $4.5 billion annual-
ly to comply with the standard, but
realize $9.1 billion in annual savings.
Business groups disagreed, saying
annual compliance costs could have
exceeded $90 billion.

•Get definitive DSM-IV diagnoses

•Determine lifetime alcohol and drug history

•Identify relapse risk

• Document support foryour clinical decisions

S V D DS- IV
Substance Use Disorder Diagnostic Schedule

The SUDDS-IV is the ideal tool for performing a thorough substance related diagnostic work-up

as part of the routine clinical intake. Its detailed substantiation of events and behaviors support

diagnoses making it unusually helpful in assessment where findings may be challenged. The

SUDDS-IV is also often used in motivation enhancement efforts for those resistant to treatment.

For in formation and a catalog contact

•

~~VI/1Ce .
clinicAl assessments PO Box i73o5 •Smithfield, RI • ozgij

Tel800-755-6zgg • qo~-z3i-2993
Fax 4oi-z3~-zoss
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$:.,;,.~~tr,~~-. Research
~- ,Matters

Can EAPs Experiment in the Real World?
by Mark Attridge, Ph.D., M.A.

s a researcher who studies the

employee assistance field, I

m often asked, "Where is the

research on EAPs?" What this usually

means is that there are few studies on

EAPs that conform to the classic

experimental research design stan-

dards of the hard sciences (such as

physics, medicine, or even psycholo-

gy). This article will examine how

such standards apply to a study that

looks at the outcomes or effectiveness

of an EAP.

Experimental Research

In a good scientific experiment, sever-

al conditions are necessary, including

the following:

• A group of people who receive

treatment (EAP counseling);

• A group of people (control group)

who do not receive treatment;

• Random assignment of participants

to both groups;

• A sample size of 100 cases or more

per group;

• Measurements of theoretically

important factors (clinical problem

severity, work performance, etc.)

that are collected at multiple time

points before and after treatment;

• Assessments based on standardized

and validated self-report instru-

ments available from published

sources; and

• Statistical tests that compare differ-

ences in the change in experiences

of the two groups, preferably with

Mark Attridge is chair of the EAPA Research
Committee and a principal in the Research and
Analysis Group at Optum, an employee assis-
tance, wellness,. and health information company
in Golden galley, Minn. He can be reached by e-
mail at mattridgC~Juhc.com.

some form of statistical control over

extraneous factors (such as partici-

pant age, sex, previous clinical his~

tory, health status, and so on) to

focus the test solely on the causal

impact of the treatment.

The results of the experiment are

then presented in a paper (along with

a review of past work on the topic)

and submitted for review by other

researchers. If the paper is accepted,

the results are published in a research

journal. Only after other researchers

repeat the study using almost identical

treatments, measures, and research

design elements can it be said that a

scientifically valid finding has been

tested and replicated.

This is how an experimental sci-

entific outcome study should be con-

ducted, but rarely have studies been

conducted this way in the EA field.

What does this mean for the hundreds

of studies on EAPs that have been

published in various academic and

trade journals and presented at leading

conferences in the past 30 years of this

industry? Do these efforts count as

"research," or don't they?

I think they do. Classic experi-

mental design is just one kind of

research, and there are many reasons

why it simply isn't feasible to conduct

this type of experiment in the EA field.

These reasons include the following:

Control groups. Most EAPs are in

business to serve the employees and

management of a company. True con-

trol groups generally cannot be assem-

bled in EAPs because concerns about

discrimination and other legal issues

make it nearly impossible to purposely

deny employee assistance services to

some employees in need (to form the

control group) and yet serve other

employees. The alternative—forming a

comparison group of non-users of the

EAP—is quite possible but logically

invalid, because employees who do

not use the EAP do not, by definition,

have the same level of need for EAP

services. Thus, EAP studies by necessi-

ty often focus only on users of the EAP

and do not include a control group.

Measurement and data issues.

Using published, valid questionnaire

instruments also can be difficult. The

business context of EAPs may limit

both the amount of time available to

collect data and the opportunity to ask

for or keep certain records due to

client privacy and confidentiality

needs. Although published outcome

scales and measures are available i~

the literature, many of them have too

many items and take too long to com-

plete for routine use. Thus, most EA

providers develop their own measures

to meet customer needs and hesitate to

change them for fear they would lose

the ability to compare findings over

time. Furthermore, since the EAP

industry has not endorsed a uniform

set of measures, there is no consensus

as to the proper measure to use.

Cost and talent. Creating data

collection and measurement systems

for an EAP provider is an expensive

and time-consuming proposition—it

can cost more money to design and

complete a scientifically valid outcome

or cost-benefit study on an EAP than it

costs to provide EAP services altogeth-

er—so conducting aone-time research

study is beyond the capability of all

but the largest EAP vendors and com-

panies. Government grants area popu-

lar source of research funding, but
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scholars in the EAP field have received
very little government support for
their research. Ironically, the populari-
ty of EAPs makes it difficult to induce
employers to fund research; the fact
that companies continue to pay for
EAPs indicates they think employee
assistance works.

Staffing is also a problem since
most EAPs do not have trained staff to
conduct research studies, and hiring
research firms or consultants can be
costly. Only a handful of graduate-level
university programs focus on employ-
ee assistance, so few new researchers
are being trained in our field. With no
funding and no staff, who is to con-
duct the research?

Applied Research

The traditional experimental research
model, then, may not be a realistic
standard for critiquing EAP research. It
is possible, however, to conduct scien-
tifically rigorous studies, and I hope
more such studies will be conducted.

In the meantime, I think it is
important to recognize and tout the
merits of applied research. The applied
research model has a long tradition,
with many academic books and
research journals devoted to it. It is a
common approach for much research
in the fields of organizational develop-
ment and health care. Similarly, quali-
tative research has significant value for
helping co understand the process and
experience of employee assistance
practices.

We must acknowledge and accept
that applied research methods are
more appropriate for the day-to-day
business context in which EAPs oper-
ate. Let us embrace the challenge of
sharing what we know, publishing
more of the findings from applied
studies and making them available to
others in the field.

Please return completed survey to:
Research Committee, EAPA
2101 Wilson Blvd. #500
Arlington, L/A 22201
or fax: (703) 522-4585.

How Does Your EAP Use Surveys?
As in other social sciences, the use of self-report measures and surveys has dom-
inated past work in the EA field. To help understand how EA professionals use
surveys in their work today, I am asking all EAPA members to please fill out this
questionnaire. The EAPA Research Committee will tabulate the results and pre-
pare areport profiling the state of research and surveys in the EA field.

(Check all answers that apply)

What do your surveys measure?
❑ Satisfaction with clinician
D Satisfaction with EAP service
❑ Issues #or quality improvement
❑ Outcomes of service
❑ Cost-benefit or return on investment

What outcomes do you assess?
❑ Understanding of clinical issue
❑ Referral of other relatedservices
❑ Improvements in mental health
❑ Improvements in physical health
❑ Improvements in quality of life
❑ Improvements in work performance
❑ Reduction in employee grievances
❑ Reduction in health plan costs
❑ Reduction in job injuries
❑ Improved productivity

In general, why do you survey?
D Management directives (my boss

says to)
❑ To justify cost of EAP
❑ To identify and manage emerging

problems
❑ To be like everyone else in our

industry

From whom do you collect data?
❑ Individuals/clients (EAP case)
❑ Supervisors/management
❑ EA clinical staff
❑ Purchasers of EA services

Which methods) of data collection
do you use?
❑ Written questionnaire (on-site)
❑ Written questionnaire (mailed)
❑ Telephone
❑ E-mail
❑ Internet/Web site

Who collects the data?
❑ In-house EA staff
❑ Professional survey firm (external)
❑ University/student researchers

(external)
❑ Consultants (external)

What is the source of the survey
items?
❑ Use published measures/scales
❑ Create own items/measures

Typical number of
questions on survey

How are survey participants
selected?
❑ All cases included
❑ Representative sampling process

(e.g., every 10th case)
❑ Random sampling process

What percentage of EAP cases
do you survey per year?

How many surveys do you
conduct per year?

For each EAP case, how often do
you conduct a survey?
❑ One time (e.g., after using EAP)
❑ Two or more times (e.g., before and

after using EAP)

If you conduct follow-up surveys,
how long is the time lag between the
last use of the EAP
and the survey?

Do you also collect survey data
from a control group (e.g., if you
are surveying people who used
the EAP during a certain period, do
you also survey people who did not
use the EAP during that period)?
❑ Yes ❑ No

Who pays for your surveys?
❑ EAP
❑ Customer(s) of EAP
❑ Third-party sponsors) or research

grant

To whom or in which forums do
you present your survey results?
❑ Customers of EAP
❑ Industry conferences
❑ Industry or trade magazines
❑ Academic research conferences
❑ Peer-reviewed journals

What barriers prevent you from
conducting more survey research?
❑ Confidentiality issues
❑ Business customers not interested
❑ Lack money to fund it
❑ Lack staff support
❑ Lack knowledge of how to do

research

What services do you provide?
❑ Internal EAP
❑ External EAP
❑ WorWlife benefits
❑ Chemical/alcohol treatment
❑ Consulting

Number of employees in
your EAP/company

Number of customers/clients
in your EAP/company

Country
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News
Briefs

NIMH Study Seeks to Improve
Treatment of Bipolar Disorder

he National Institute of Mental
Health is launching a $22 mil-
lion study of more than 5,000

individuals to identify the most effec-
tive treatments for bipolar disorder, a
disabling disease that affects 2.3 mil-
lion Americans and costs businesses
billions of dollars in lost productivity.

The study, which will be conduct-
ed at 18 sites across the United States,
is the largest ever to target treatmenC
strategies (including medications and
"talk" therapies) for bipolar disorder.
Participants in the study will receive
ongoing evaluation, care, and attention
for up to five years. The study will
evaluate the effectiveness of their treat-
ments and other practical outcomes,
such as quality of life, ability co work,
and treatment cost-effectiveness.

Bipolar disorder, also known as
manic-depressive illness, is a serious
but treatable disease of the brain that
causes extreme shifts in mood, energy,
and functioning. Episodes of depres-
sive and/or manic symptoms typically
recur if untreated and may become
more frequent, often disrupting work,
school, family, and social life.

More information about the study,
known as the "Systematic Treatment
Enhancement Program for Bipolar
Disorder." (STEP-BD), is available free
by calling 1-865-398-7425 or visiting
www.nimh.nih. gov/studies/STEP-
BD.cfm.

States Spend 13 Percent on
Substance Abuse and Addiction

U.S. states spent more than $80 bil-
lion in 1998—approximately 13 per-
cent of their budgets—on substance
abuse and addiction, but devoted less
than a nickel of each dollar to preven-
tion and treatment initiatives, accord-

ing to a new study by ehe National
Center on Addiction and Substance
Abuse (CASA) at Columbia University.

The report, "Shoveling Up: The
Impact of Substance Abuse on State
Budgets," looked at 16 categories of
state services to determine how much
money they spent on substance abuse.
Roughly $77.9 billion was allocated
coward what CASH calls "shoveling up
the wreckage" of substance abuse, as
follows:
• $30.7 billion on justice
• $16.5 billion on education
• $15.2 billion on health
• $7.7 billion on child and family

assistance
• $5.9 billion on mental health and

developmental disabilities
• $1.5 billion on public safety
• $0.4 billion on worker salaries

The remaining 4 percent of the
money was devoted to prevention and
treatment ($3 billion) and to alcohol
and tobacco regulation and compli-
ance ($433 million). Proportionally,
state spending on prevention, treat-
ment, and regulation ranged from
$10.22 per $100 in North Dakota to
$0.06 per $100 in Colorado.

Copies of the report are available
by calling CASA at (212) 841-5227 or
visiting www.casacolumbia.org.

One in Five Workers "Actively
Disengaged," Survey Says

Nearly 20 percent of U.S. employees
18 or older are unexcited by their
work or feel fundamentally discon-
nected from i't, according to a survey
of 1,000 adult workers by the Gallup
Management Journal, a new publication
from the Gallup Organization.

The GMJ pegs the economic toll
of these 24.7 million "actively disen-

gaged" workers at roughly $300 bil-
lion annually, about the same as the
nation's defense budget. This cost
reflects the fact that such workers miss
3.5 more days of work per person
than their peers, for a total of 86.5
million additional missed workdays.

Actively disengaged workers also
tend to be less productive than their
colleagues and report being less loyal
to their employers. They are more
stressed and less secure in their work,
and are less satisfied in their lives.

The GMJ estimates that a 5 per-
cent decrease in the percentage of
actively disengaged employees would
boost U.S. productivity by $79 billion
per year.

For more information about the
survey, visit www.gallup.com/poll.

Workers Say Time Off
Boosts Their Productivity

More than nine in 10 employees say
taking time off from work makes them
more productive, according to a sur-
vey of roughly 650 workers commis-
sioned by Xylo, a provider of Web-~
based work life solutions.

The survey found that three in
five workers under 35 expect to take
time off this year, while nearly four in
five employees over 55 plan to do so.
Vacation plans also differ by marital
and parental status: 85 percent of
married non-parents expect to take
time off this year, while just 59 per-
cent of single non-parents plan to cake
a vacation in 2001.

Another survey, by Oxford Health
Plans, Inc., found that one in six U.S.
workers is too overworked to use up
annual vacation time, despite the fact
that Americans have the least vacation
time in the industrialized world.
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For more information about the
surveys, visit www.xylo.com and
www. oxfordhealth. tom.

Accrediting Group Releases
Standards for Web Sites

A national health care accrediting
organization has drafted standards for
assessing health Web sites and is pro-
posing a one-year accreditation pro-
gram to cover the sites of health plans,
insurers, hospitals, physicians, third-
party administrators, and specialty
managed care organizations.

The standards, issued by URAC
(formerly known as the Utilization
Review Accreditation Commission),
address several topics, including con-
tent, data disclosure, privacy and secu-
rity, linking, accountability, policies
and procedures, and quality oversight.
The disclosure standards, for example,
state that a Web site must inform users
of the specific services it provides, its
rules about providing services, the
appropriate uses of those services, and
their rights and responsibilities. Sites
also must disclose the types of infor-
mation they collect about users and
what is done with that information.

URAC announced in September
2000 that it has Formed an advisory
committee to begin developing stan-
dards for accrediting health Web sites.

For more information about the
draft standards, visit URAC's Web site
at wwwurac.org.

More Employers to Offer
E-Health Plans to Workers

One in four employers expects co
offer an e-health plan to employees by
2002, and several more may follow
suit in the coming years, according to
a report by Forrester Research, an
Internet research firm headquartered
in Cambridge, Mass.

Many companies are expressing an
interest in products that engage work-
ers more fully in selecting health cov-
erage and spending their health care
dollars. E-health plans are one such
product, and Forrester expects they
will grab some market share from
health maintenance organizations
(HMOs) as well as roughly 3 percent
of their profit' margin.

E-health plans allow consumers to
choose personalized benefits, the
course of care to be sought, and the
provider to consult. The appearance of
start-up firms such as HealthMarket
has prompted large plans to begin
developing e-health plans, which
should become available later this year
and next.

For more information about the
report, visit www forrester.com.

Railroad Ceases Genetic Testing
for Carpal-Tunnel Claims

Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad
agreed on February 12 to stop con
ducting genetic tests of employees who
file claims for carpal-tunnel syndrome,
a musculoskeletal disorder frequently
associated with repetitive hand and
wrist motions, such as typing on com-
puter keyboards.

Burlington Northern took the
action three days after the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) filed suit to halt the
practice, alleging that the railroad's
employees were not told of the genetic
testing or asked to consent to it. The
agency also contended that at least one
employee who refused to provide a
blood sample for genetic testing had
been threatened with discharge.

Burlington Northern instituted a
DNA testing program in March 2000
to identify a possible genetic cause Eor
carpal-tunnel syndrome in employees
who filed work-related injury claims
for the disorder. Approximately 125
Burlington Northern employees filed
claims for carpal tunnel syndrome and
several refused to take blood tests,
though the railroad says none were
threatened with disciplinary action.

Opponents of genetic testing claim
that some employers, in an attempt to
curb rising health care costs, are insti-
tuting testing programs to identify and
eliminate employees who are predis-
posed to certain medical conditions.
Burlington Northern admitted that the
DNA tests were intended to identify
whether acarpal-tunnel injury might
have been the' result of a genetic pre-
disposition, but contended the tests
were not being used to determine an
empldyee's current ability to perform
his or her job.
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Spotlight
on Diversity
by Rickie M. Banning, ACSW, LCSW, CEAP

An in-depth master's-level research paper
(for Cambridge College, Cambridge,
Mass.) explores the effectiveness of cor-
porate diversity training programs by
comparing approaches used in the
United States and Britain. Copies of the
paper, "How Effective Are Corporate
(Diversity) Training Programs?" by Susan
M. Clark, are available by contacting the
author at sclark65@hotmail.com.

Building awareness of gay/lesbian issues
increases our effectiveness in delivering
services to these clients. One resource is
"The State of the Workplace for Lesbian,

Gay, Bisexual, and Transgendered
Americans 2Q00," an in-depth reference
document exploring all major aspects of .
this subject in America today. Copies may
be obtained from the Human Rights
Campaign in Washington, D.C., by call-
ing (202) 628-4160 or visiting
www.hrc.org/worknet on the World
Wide Web.

The Web site for CulCural Diversity at
Work (www.DiversityCentral.com) is a
global business portal for increasing "cul-
tural intelligence." IC offers interactive
quizzes, articles on culture and best prac-
tices, news and trend information, tips
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workplace stress, anger, relationships and substance abuse
With An ers ~,~s~«~ti~ ~~~~~~̂ ~~«•~ effects workers. Not to mention an upswing in workplace

”" °'~ violence. That's why you need to know about CareNotes.
These brief, to-the-point booklets can help employees deal
with workplace and family stresses. Quickly. Inexpensively.

0 Effectively.

1~ $1 ~ 7.45 value
CareNotes provides over 150 titles, including Dealing

for only $19.95 ~
with Anger, Overcoming Arixiety, Balancing Worh and Family
Life, and more. In use for more than a decade, CareNotes

Call now for the EAP Stur(er Kit. can give employees nondenominational spiritual and
Includes 10 each of the titles shown
above (reg. $67.50) for just $19.95.

emotional insights and understanding they need to help

Plus, you also get the convenient
cope with work life —and real life — problems. CareNotes

—table-top display rach—a $39.95 offer a little something extra for employees to hold on to,

value—FREE! Call today! when they may need it most.
voOrder Starter Kit #21708. ~~~9

~ Call toll free to order: ~
~ ~' ~ _ 1-800-325-2511 Ext. 208 RING

Tax toll free: PLACE
~~ ~ 1-800-320-8670 D~;i,r. aoa • o~,e x~u D~~~~~

www.carenotes.com St. Meinrad, IN 47577-9989

on recruitment and retention, and diver-
sity resources and statistics. The sub-
scriber section, Cultural Diversity at
Work Online, focuses on strategies and
tools and includes a diversity library and
an interactive diversity forum.

Another diversity-related Web site,
www.DiversityInc.com, contains infor-
mation on current corporate trends and
explores such issues as the link between
diversity and investment performance
and the changing role of women in the
U.S. workforce. The site's "Diversity
Resources" section offers a comprehen-
sive and multidimensional directory for
those interested in further study. Most
information is free to the user.

Rickie Banning served as diversity director on
EAPAs Board of Directors from 1998-2000 and
currently serves on the diversity committees of
both EAPA and the Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM). Contact herby e-mail at
www. advanceddevelopment tom or by fax at
(781) 596-9823.

To advertise in the

Exc an e
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Deport Tracks Use, Consequences of
Smoking and substance Abuse

n an effort to provide a compre-
hensive picture of smoking, drink-
ing, and substance abuse—includ-

ing long-term trends, effects on socie-
ty, media and cultural influences,
approaches to and effectiveness of
treatment, and future implications—
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
has published a report that incorpo-
raCes more than three decades' worth
of data from several hundred public
and private sources.

The report, "Substance Abuse:
The Nation's Number One Heal[h
Problem," substantiates its title by
documenting that tobacco, alcohol,
and drug use cause more illnesses,
deaths, and disabilities than any other
preventable health problem. Of the
more than two million deaths in the
United States each year, one in four is
attributable Co tobacco, alcohol, or
illicit substances.

The report looks at substance
abuse from several different perspec-
tives, including the following:

Early use. More than 40 percenC
of those who started drinking at age
14 or younger developed alcohol
dependence, compared with 10 per-
cenc of those who began drinking at
age 20 or older.

Media depictions. Alcohol
appeared in 93 percent. acid tobacco in
89 percent of the 200 most popular
movie rentals in 1996 and 1997.

Crime. At least half of all adults
arrested for major crimes—including
theft and assault—tested positive for
drugs at the time of their arrest.

Treatment. Fewer than one-
fourth of those in need receive treat-
ment, although studies show Chat
treatment is successful in up to 70

www.eap: association.org

percent of alcohol patients and 80
percent of opiate users (with success
defined as a SO percent reduction in
substance use after six months). Of
the U.S. government's drug control
budget, three in five dollars are spent
on criminal justice and interdiction,
but fewer than one in five on treat-
ment.

Education. People with more
education are snore likely Co drink, but
those with less education are more
likely to drink heavily. Smoking is
more common among people with less
educaCion, and heavy smoking is high-
er among those who lack a high
school diploma.

Gender differences. Men are
almost four times as likely as women
to be heavy drinkers and one-and-a-
half times as likely to smoke a pack or
more of cigarettes each day.

Costs. The economic cost of all
substance abuse in the United States
was estimated at $414 billion in 1995.
The primary financial burden of alco-
hol abuse is productivity loss; the
greatest implications of smoking are
those related to health care costs; for
drug abuse, the leading economic cost
is from crime.

The report, which was prepared
by the Schneider Institute for Health
Policy at Brandeis University, is avail-
able at http://substanceabuse.rwjf.org,
the Web site of the Substance Abuse
Resource Center at the Robert Wood
Johnson foundation. The report can
be found under the heading
"Substance Abuse Chartbook." Hard
copies of the report can be obtained
by calling (609) 452-8701.

Materials Available to Publicize
Mental Health Month

The National Mental Health
Association (NMHA) has developed
a planning kit and several ancillary
materials, including sample news
releases and public service announce-
ments, fact sheets, ad slicks, and
posters, to help promote Mental
Health Month in May 2001.

The Employee Assistance
Professionals Association is one of
more than 50 organizations partnering
with NMHA to celebrate Mental
Health Month, the purpose of which is
to educate the public and policymak-
ers about the importance of mental
health and the reality of mental illness.
EAPA members and chapters are
encouraged to collaborate wiCh part-
ners in their area to organize activities
and advocate for better mental health
care and treaCment.

The planning kit provides exam-
ples of how local Mental Health
Associations have worked with the
public, legislaCors, minority groups,
religious leaders, the media, and part-
nering organizations to reinforce the
message that "Mental Health Matters."
It also contains a variety of promo-
tional materials and recommendations
for communicating mental health
information to diverse audiences.

Copies of the planning kit and
other materials related to Mental
Health Month 2001 are available by
calling the NMHA Information Center
at 1-800-969-NMHA or (7Q3) 838-
7534 or by e-mailing
infottr@nmha:org. To learn more
about Mental Health Monch, visit the
NMHA Web site at www.nmha.org.
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Topics Selected for
Conference Presentations

APAs Conference Program
Planning Committee has select-
ed S2 presentations from

among more than 100 proposals to
serve as workshop and roundtable
discussion topics at the 2001 Annual
Conference in Vancouver, Canada.

The committee, chaired by EAPA

Vice President Dotty Blum and Doug
McKibbon, former chairman of the
Employee Assistance Certification
Commission, mec in February and
evaluated the proposals according to
several criteria. The criteria favor pre-

sentations Chat will expand the knowl-

edge base of the EA profession, are
relevant to the core practices and serv-
ices of the EA profession, emphasize
skill development, provide informa-
tion that is readily transferable to the
workplace, and are aimed at EA pro-
fessionals with diverse backgrounds
and from diverse locations.

Among the workshop and discus-
sion topics selected by the Program
Planning Committee are the following:
• Global trends in EAP, work life,

and related workplace services
• Educating the prospective client

about Core Technology-based EAPs
• Substance abuse rehabilitation in

South Africa
• The integration of EAPs and well-

ness programs

• Using quantitative measures to

assess individual and organizational
functioning and satisfaction

• Measuring the effectiveness of

workplace counseling

• Using an EAP to help administer an

internal employee financial assis-

tance program
• The role of corporate chaplaincy

programs in helping resolve

employee problems
• The implications of welfare-to-work

programs for EAPs
• Ethical dilemmas and liability

issues in EAP practice
• Providing EAP services to expatriate

workers and their families
• Bridging the gap between four gen-

erations in the workplace
• Adding value to EAPs through

accreditation
• Research on EAP outcomes, cost-

benefits, and value
• The evolution of an EAP into an

organizational assistance program
• Benchmarking EAPs to prove their

value and establish best practices
These and the other topics select-

ed by the Program Planning Commit-
tee are described in greater detail in
the Advance Conference Program, which
will be mailed to EAPA members in

late May. The Advance Program also
contains registration, travel, and hotel
information.

Treatment Project to Include
EA~s in Three Cities

LAPA members in Des Moines, Iowa,

Indianapolis, Ind., and Tucson, Ariz.,

will join health officials, government
agencies, unions, employers, insurance

providers, physicians, and other indi-

viduals and organizations to help

increase the number of people in their

cities and 13 others who receive treat-
ment for alcohol and drug abuse.

The 16 cities are participating

in a project, Demand Treatment!, to
encourage civic and business leaders,
families, and health care specialists to
take steps to identify and eliminate the
social and institutional barriers that
keep more than three-fourths of peo-

ple with substance abuse problems
from receiving treatment. Demand
Treatment! is a project of Join To-
gether, an initiative of the Boston
University School of Public Health

that works with communities to help

fight substance abuse and prevent gun

violence.
The 16 Demand Treatment! part-

ners, which were selected from more '
than 90 applicants, will receive fund-
ing, technical assistance, and leader-
ship development from Join Together.

These resources will help EAPA mem-
bers conduct the following activities:
• In Des Moines. Employee and

Family Resources, Inc., an EAPA

organizational member, will
launch a media campaign to

address barriers to substance
abuse treatment and work to pass
state legislation providing equal

health insurance coverage for
such treatment.

• In Indianapolis, Drug-Free Marion
County will attempt to increase

the number of people screened
and referred for substance abuse
through hospital health centers
and clinics, employee assistance
programs, and the United Auto
Workers.

• In Tucson, the Pima Prevention
Partnership will encourage people
with health insurance to demand
treatment services and coverage
through their EAPs, HMOs, and
other health care avenues.
For more information about

Demand Treatment! and the partner-
ing cities and organizations, contact
Join Together by calling (617) 437-

1500 or visiting www.jointogether.org
on the World Wide Web.
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Distribute an EAP/behavio►~al health newsletter
for o f action o f the cost o f doing your own!

Ideal for health programs, hospitals, outpatient clinics, screening and

referral centers, employee assistance programs and substance abuse centers.

Each four-page issue is packed
with information on
o violence prevention

■ relationship skills

■ alcohol, tobacco and other drug problems

■behavioral health and well-being
■stress management
■ problems of daily living

Health Sentry
■ creates program awareness

■ prevents problems

■ generates referrals

■ reduces health care costs

Each issue can be
personalized with
■ your company or

program name/logo
on the front

■ your contact name
and phone number
on the back

Your Company
or Program
Name/Logo
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Subscribe today and receive FREE advertising in the
EAP Digest and discounts on EAP posters and pamphlets!

AWith a subscription o f 5, 000 copies or more

For your FREE SAMPLE

CALL 1-800-453-7733 or FAX 1-800-499-5718
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